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                                                               Midterm Project  

Current Data Elements  

Office Report Name Data Elements 

Kathy Blandford Project Summary Report 

DATE REC., PROJECT ID#, 

TEAM#, TEAM LEADER, 

ESTIMATED COMPLETION 

DATE, ACTUAL COMPLETION 

DATA, DATE, EVENT, A STAFF 

EXPENSES, HOURS COST/HOUR 

TOTAL $, TOTAL STAFF 

EXPENSES, B MATERIALS 

EXPENSES, TOTAL MATERIALS, 

EXPENSES, C MISC. EXPENSES, 

TOTAL MISC. EXPENSES, SUB 

TOTAL, PLUS 10%, TOTAL 

EXPENSES  

John Sherman Client Characteristics Report 

CLIENT NAME, ADDRESS, 

CONTACTS, CLASSIFICATION, 

STAFF SIZE, CLIENT 

RESOURCES 

Thomas Ketcham Resource Project/Task Hours 

DATE, RESOURCE NUMBER, 

RESOURCE NAME, TITLE, 

TELEPHONE, TASK NUMBER, 
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TASK DESCRIPTION, HOURS, 

DATE, TOTAL HOURS 

 

Recommended Data Elements 

Office Report Name Data Elements 

Kathy Blandford Project Summary Report 

PROJECT TITLE, SHORT 

DESCRIPTION, PROJECT 

STATUS, PERCENTAGE 

COMPLETED, TEAM LEADER 

ID#, TELEPHONE, EMAIL, 

COMMENTS, BUDGET, COSTS 

TO DATE, TOTAL HOURS TO 

DATE 

John Sherman Client Characteristics Report 

CLIENT ID #, EMAIL, LOCATION, 

AVAILABILITY 

Thomas Ketcham Resource Project/Task Hours 

PROJECT ID #, TITLE, SHORT 

DESCRIPTION, EMPLOYEE ID#, 

EMPLOYEE NAME, EMAIL, 

ADDRESS, TOTAL HOURS 

SPENT ON EACH TASK, TASK 

COMPLETION PERCENTAGE, 

AVAILABILITY 
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                                                     Reasoning for Data Elements 

Project Summary Report 

               In the Project Summary Report, a couple of important data elements would make the 

report more user-friendly; they are PROJECT TITLE and SHORT PROJECT DESCRIPTION. 

These elements offer essential, but brief, information to anyone viewing the project summary. A 

PROJECT STATUS data element would provide clients and other departments a way to keep 

track of the current status of projects; for instance, the project could be on hold, not started, in 

progress, or completed. Likewise, a PERCENTAGE COMPLETED data element would offer 

transparency to the progress of the project to clients, as well as a simple measure of project 

progress to team members. Additionally, for the Project Summary Report to present a macro 

view of the costs associated with the project, several data elements could be added to deliver 

useful project costs statistics; these would include BUDGET, COSTS TO DATE, and TOTAL 

HOURS TO DATE spent on the project. By including the overall costs relative to the project, 

this offers a practical way to present project financial data to clients, team members, and 

management. One extra data element, that can provide a way to document miscellaneous details 

not listed elsewhere, would be a COMMENTS element. This would offer an open field to write 

critical notes related to the project. The final recommended data elements are TEAM LEADER 

ID number and the EMAIL address for the team leader. It is important that the team members 

have multiple points of contacts with the team leader; this is to insure the lines of communication 

remain open to facilitate continued movement within the project. The TEAM LEADER ID will 

be useful to provide a unique identifier on this report, as well as other reports in the project. 

Client Characteristics Report 

               The Client Characteristics Report contains many of the required data elements; 
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however, there a few elements that could make the report more robust. Starting from the top 

down, a CLIENT ID # data element could be added to provide a single unique identifier that can 

be used throughout the system to identify and track a client. Sometimes people’s names can be 

the same or similar; this would eliminate mistakes related to selecting the wrong report based 

upon the incorrect client name. Next, a client EMAIL address would be useful as a secondary 

way of contacting the client. And, at the bottom of the report, two data elements related to 

medical equipment could be added to provide LOCATION and AVAILABI.LITY of the 

equipment. It is important that the client know where the equipment is located, and when will it 

be available for training.  

Resource Project/Task Hours 

               In the Resource Project/Task Hours, it is important that the document start with a 

PROJECT ID number as a way of providing a unique identifier, as well as being utilized to 

associate other documents and reports to this project. To make this document even easier to 

recognize, the project TITLE and SHORT DESCRIPTION should be added to the top of the 

document. An EMPLOYEE NAME data element would prevent confusion on exactly which 

employee is being detailed in the form; and the EMPLOYEE ID number would provide a unique 

identifier that can be accessed and tracked throughout the project. Additionally, adding the 

employee EMAIL address and ADDRESS will provide multiple points of contact. It is important 

to maintain several points of contact to allow for continued movement within the project. One 

concern that was brought up by employees was scheduling. Adding the AVAILABLITY data 

element allows schedules to be easily shared with other team members. Two data elements 

related to tracking and cost are TOTAL HOURS SPENT ON EACH TASK and TASK 

COMPLETION PERCENTAGE. By adding these elements, this information can deliver simple, and easy 

to understand, aggregate-based project statistics to clients, other team members, and management. 
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                                                Context and 0 Data Flow Diagram 

Context Data Flow Diagram 

 

see attached Visio diagrams 

Diagram 0 
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                                                               Data Dictionary  

Assignment Assignment Duration 

Assignment Percent Completed 
 
Assignment Scheduled Duration(+-) 

Assignment Scheduled Start Date 

Assignment Start Date 

Client Client Request 

Fees Fee Basis 

Report Assignment Inquiry Response 

Resource Resource Availability Code 

Resource Fee Amount 
 
Resource Name 

Resource Number 

Task Task Calendar Duration 

Task Completion Date 
 
Task Description 

Task Number 
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                                           Appraisal and Contrasted Data Elements 

               After performing the interviews and assessing the training system at MRE Corporation, 

several improvements have been noted. There were multiple concerns raised about project 

efficiency and task transparency. Employees also felt as though some things were out of their 

control, such as missed training due to scheduling issues. One major concern was that not 

everyone was using email or technology to its fullest extent. Considering each of these issues, 

recommendations have been drafted. For project efficiency and transparency, data elements such 

as PROJECT TITLE, SHORT DESCRIPTION, PERCENTAGE COMPLETE, and PROJECT 

STATUS will provide clients, team members, and management an easy and practical way of 

viewing project reports. Likewise, keeping track of total hours spent on each task, and total hours 

spent on the project will be essential for reducing confusion of resource allocation. 

               As for scheduling mix-ups, adding extra employee data elements to the collected 

resource data will insure that employee schedules can be accessed. In the case that the employee 

is unavailable, they will be able to be quickly contacted; these data elements would include 

AVAILIBILITY, ADDRESS, and EMAIL address. Finally, to move MRE Corporation into the 

digital era, email and web use will be encouraged; the EMAIL address data element will be 

added throughout the system. Ultimately, technology is meant to facilitate better communication 

and company growth. By implementing the suggested data elements, the MRE Corporation will 

create a more effective and efficient training system, that not only work better for the employees, 

but will also exceed client satisfaction. 
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